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Daddy- and Lakügey-Songs
in Lepanto Igorot as it is spoken at Bauko *.

By Father Morice Vanoverbergh, C. I. C. M., Bauko, Mountain Province, Philippines.

The daddy-Songs are used on the occasion of the arrival of the bride
 at the town of the bridegroom, where the wedding is to take place. Several
girls of the town go to meet the stranger at one of the houses of the town,

where she is temporarily staying, and then they begin alternately to sing
their daddy-Songs.

The tune of these songs is the same as that of the day-én-Songs.

Each strophe of the daddy-Songs begins with anasnanasnanaen or
anasnanden.

The contents of these songs are a shower of abuse cast in the face
of the bride, who in turn defends herself the best she can. The abuse con

tinues until one of the parties gives up ; whereupon, the bride is officially
received into the town of the bridegroom.

* See “Anthropos” XIV-XV (1919-1920), p. 793-820; XVI-XVII (1921-1922)
p. 22-50, 712-736; XVIII-XIX (1923-1924), p. 155-179, 819-835; XXI (1926), p. 583-
594; XXIII (1928), p. 665-681 ; XXXIII (1938), p. 584-613. [Editor’s Note : For tech
nical reasons, we are publishing this part of the extensive manuscript as a separate

paper. Part I and II here are identical with Part IV and V of the outline presented

in “Anthropos” XIV-XV (1919-1920), p. 793.]
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Part I.

Daddy-Songs.

Daddy 1.

Babâsang : éntako kad ilden
kandnda en aydóen,

Girls : let us go and take a look

at what they say is our

sister-in-law,
ibdn mo salsaliten. to see if she is really

handsome.

Mangili : anéy nen em ilden, Stranger : why ! take a look then,

¿yak salisaliten. I am very handsome.

B. : adiak lay delay dén,
tay kamkamdnka mammên.

G. : I do not like her at all,

you are just as if you were dead.


